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ABSTRACT

The bulk oY research on economics education has focused on the

production, function for teaching economics in colleges and universities.

This con( ntration on higher education is notable because the majority of

students never go to a four-year college; they therefore have access to

formal economics education only in 'high school or junior college, if at all.

Moreover, the concentration of the research on teaching in schooli (at

any level) overlooks the fact that most people never have and never will

take an economics course; for these people, learning economics occurs

through newspaper columns, magazine articles, tflevision, and other mass

media. But research on the effectiveness of these mechanisms is essentially

nil.

Wh4tever the effectiveness may be of current means of teaching

economics, and whatever the associated costs--the latter being another area

that has received scant attention in the literature--a key question remains:

What incentives exist for the adoption of efficient instructional approaches?

Do the instructors or administrators who choose the production techniques

to be used in teaching economics--e.g., professors versus teaching

assistants, larger versus smaller class sizes, one textbook versus another- -

have the incentives to choose efficiently? This is another important area

on which the existing research on economic education is silent.



Research c E,'_onomic Education:

Is It Asking the Right Cue.stions?

Burton A. Waisbrod

University of Wisconsin -Mad,

1. INTRODUCTION

The division of responsibility between the two papers 't.. this

session is a fascinating one. One author has agreed to examine the,

questions that are being asked in the economics-education literature, and

the other to examine the answers!

As is so often the case, however, the underlying assumption of

separability does not hold. A research question is not a "good" or

"bad": question independent of the quality of the answers it is likely

to generate,. An "exciting" question that is unlikely to yield an

answer of substantial Value is not a good question. Research is'a

production process in which something called "useful knowledge" is-the

output. The inputs to this process include both the specification of

questions that are important--in the sense that the answers would have

great expected value--and the marshaling of resources (i.e., the incur-'

ring of-costs) to answer the questions.

If the.costs of answering all research questions were equal, or

were random with respect to the significance of the question, then the

separability 'of the decisions on question specification and on quest 07'

answering would be justified. What we probably confront, however, is



less f.,:rt..!tous set c :Cr ,tiors fhat are -sst valu-

ah,le to ans,er are also the 7,cst cos,-..,y 'i.e., ty:fic7.72).

have been asked to deal .,eith--whether research on eccrcric education is

asking the right questiorsthus involves i7plicitly he perforlance of

a berefit-ch,sh_ aral sis t're area of ,.?!CS'071:

ucation research. An evaluation is needed of (a) the expected benefits

acre precisely, the probability distribution of benefits conditional on

answers of various quality), and (b) the expected costs, of obtaining

answers of each quality.

:t is cs,zite, of rcLre, that a particular research question ray be

a -socf. one the efficiercy sense that the expected costs of researchi7g

it are less than what the expected benefits would be if the resources

devoted to the research were used as prCductively-as possible; yet if the

resources were not used so productively, it right fail the allocative

efficiency test. Thus, a question could be potentially efficient to re,rlar')

but actually inefficient. In any event, the "best" questions to

research are those for which the excess of the value of the expected

swers (benefits) over the expected costs of the research are nax-mi.i4r.

Deciding which are the "right questions to research implies a henefi.

cost (efficiency) analysis the prospective project that is essanti,

the same as for any otner reurce-usinq project, such as in water

Or manpower training. Thus, ,,non ca-eful scrutiny the imaginative

effort by the o'la Of ,ession to break a monstrous evaluaton

task into two d YArct -val fails to pass the test of sent' .0
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anse,en_:, z;ha] ;--roceet. ainder cf his :.1-zp=-,r,

try to i'dehtify t ra7 research questions that :.ave oeen posed

;r: the ,...sohoTic teratre, and the nat,Jre of e q,estions that

graM--t'ne set

r c

asked--is iiat it "should be, arc attempt

to ooiht to re-Jearchable 1-_h,e7es tfldt are like]y to have relatively high re-

urn-, r, rete-ro

2.
ECONOMIC :1-1,Irk.r7r1111

One basic question is, Why study economic education at all? What

reasons are there to believe that the subject matter of economics is

speCial so that the voluminous general literature on

nd Au:at'on is not applicable to economics?
1

I have not se,,n

ns ,lore than 150 papers I have surveyed in the Jourr

'1! ("1

FE) and if. the annual American Economics Associat -essin!,

ln -ducation.
2

(There are, of course, papers on econt

pu where, 1-,.1t my survey does not extend much beyond twn.

A sources.) My point is simple: Is there not a rant +t

v- deed, perhaps not a presumption--that researcher .:Audyin

are "rediscovering the wheel," posing and answering

th been answered previously in the more general research on

rw' For .eample, is it not likely that the effect on "learn2n9" r r,

sa ;isss siz, or of the use of teaching assistants rather than more



a: er1Cnc orcfesors, or cf .corcaches rather

than a tr?ditich,=1 L:rifcmm, inst%-tcr-c?ced acprcach, is si ilar or all

subjects? I do not assert that the answer is obvious and affirmative.

I only question whether it is a "high priority" research matter to devote

to of tPafr.irc: techniques, questions

that are not specific to the teaching and learning of economics and that

have been studied extensively in other subject matter contexts. It may well

be true that, as one v.onomist at an AEA'sr-- ion on ccncmn tics

recently put it, 'Educational production fur ar , a

interesting 'as thcse fcr hybrid corn" (Allis

it i/OL d not follon that productich furchin.

eff:c topics for economists' researc

Jr

'0111CTION FUNCTION FOR ECONOMIC nr,Vr

:earch has been undertaken it (-Anc,flks E!d,jc. Most o/

,.,xplorig some portion of he p-lducci,on fulr

Of the 159 papers surveyed, I count 1(2--e ~ i ly twn-tp,-.

idler with how to define and measure outr,its (2 p=iers), Cr w :h the

effect output of various alternative, inputs (7:-.4 paper . This production

;junction .)rientation is consistent, however, with the is r of Economic

Education's (JEE) goal as stated inside th, front cover: 1 prow t the

teaching and learning of economics in colleges, junior (.11 -!(s and hie,

schools by sharing knowledge of economic education."



Table ;resents t^e 73 4 crertet sa:Prs aoscr"ino

the: principal type of ,c was
beirc

studied, 'and according to the level of-schooling. Since each paper was

counted only once, while sore papers touched on more than one input or

school level, the tasle 's incorliete por-rayal o' the N-sear-± foci.

I have classi` 1,.!foendent variat in :he prcAuct- m function

as capital, labor, -1selves, tour Y .-ntent, and insructional

methods (ways of cDribir 1. An mpt-P!: e variety CF vv-fables

have been researched. can judge whethe s011 inputs that h,7,ve

received little or no . ,:rit; are ,!nrth" ing--for e. , the

output effects of the that the c' :s held (bi Mirus,

1973), the color,cf l': 7 ')(7771 wails, or .::ating arr..-:Irme.Ats.

Interaction Effects

What is proba. MCr- -rious 0,1issic the lack c- E/aHnation

of interaction eff. dmCni :ut variables seems likely, or ex-
,

ample, that a partiA .r textbook (ilpu' IA) when used by grad-

uate teaching assistArts (IL:. ) will be more effective for low-ability

students (III) (than '4u1 1 be for high - ability students:. Similarly,

games and simulation in:,' VA) nay be-differntially effective depending

on whether. instructor 1 A graduate assis-Ants (IIB) are used and

depending !n the stiA-J..' tital level of motivation (III).

Limited Scope

- Another striking aspect of Table 1 is the overwhelming wphasis on

traching at the college level (77 percent of the papers). The JEE goal,



s' Arc7e-, sr 7art.- =rotuttis.. stion Pelaticrsniss
for ECc7S7ics Et,..t.cr, by Tyse of In7;.1t and Le-02': of 5:ci-.00I

e tf

Capitz,1

A. Textbooks
B. Computers
C. T,Ylevisir, slides, etc.

Level of Sci7c01
E:er.crtary
rt,A

sr-

1 7

2'5 (25')

5.

C.

Ir,str...stcrs

Sratuate ssic
rsr,sJlt..,rts

Students (ability, rotl-
vation, family tackgro,----*.,
otherstudents)

( 6-;

V. Course Content
( iubject mat.ter) 2 7 11 (14)

V. Intruttional Methods
(ways of combining inputs)

A. Games and Simulations 1 7 8
B. Learning contracts, 'self-

paced instruction :Jrd
programmed learning 11 11

C. Lectures 1 1

D. Course evaluations 4

E. Length of course 1

F. Class size 1
ii

(33)
Total 4- 5 61 0 1 79

( '
\ ) (6 .) (77") (1') (100)

10
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atta7_h_

ah-.1 cs

- z

eo-...).e to

rot go teyorc' righ s:hcci, ,!rc 7:70cC' gs f.irtr,er are increas-

He of re:earcn orl corc,

education in junior college: are Weidenaar and Dodson (1972) and Lewis,

Wentworth and Orvis (1973). For a precollege focus, see Fels (1977)

and Duff (1971). It ray or may not be true that the production function

findings for tne collect population apply also to the junior colleges and

4 h CChCC1S. iscue nerits attention. Students' ability and motivation

(as well as the vAriPhcPs in thoce levels) vary across the schooling

levels; thus, the i'nteractiorr: of these student characteristics with

other, conventional inputs will produce, t hypothesize, different output

effects depending on the level of school.

The narrow scope of teaching settings on which research has been

published is also evident from the dearth o attention to the production

function for teaching economics either in graduate schools (see, however,

Hansen (1971) and Decker (1913) for models predicting success in graduate

economic studies) or in nonschool settings such as in the hoe via television

'see Coleman, 1963) or via popular journalism (magazines and newspapers).

How "effeCtive," for example, have been the syndicated newspaper

columns of writers such as Sylvia Porter; the Newsweek columns by Milton

Friedman and Paul Samuelson; the articles in magazines such as Challenge

or Public Interest, or in daily newspapers? How effettive--and for whom- -

are the efforts of private firms to provide "economic education'' via



eiispa7er advert`. y Tnesa Are

narswered--indeer!, unasket-p..iestichs. Ye:, the vast majority oF people

have not taken anc: never will take a formal economics course in any school,

and they will be exposed to economics only throuqh such informal media. Thus

the production function for 1earr1ng e.crT.omY:s cuts de traditional scH7T7s

seems.to warrant substantial explorationassuming, of course, that

economics i worth the opportunity cost of learning it. The omission o'

nonschool teaching and learning of economics from the JEE statement of

policy, is unfortunate.

Distributional Effects

I turn. next to a related aspect of the production function work

distributional effects of alternative course contents, input combinations,-''

and instructional materials. These have been studied to some extent (for

example, Attiyeh and Lumsden, 1972; Hansen, Kelley and Weisbrod, 1970;

Thompson, 1970); yet, given the evidence from the general literature on

education that a giver, approach is likely to have substantially different

effects on different "types" of students, this dimension seems to deserve

more scrutiny. Whatever the mean differential may be Letween the output

effects of different inputs, examination of the variance about the mean may

disclose systematic differences among students according to characteristics

that are discernible at the outset of a course.

1:4
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4. OUTPUT'S

Goals of Economic Education

9

The body of research presented in Table 1 focuses on the productivity of

various inpUts; the dependent variable--output--is generally taken as

given,ty cally in the form of some test score. There is, hoWtver, sub-

stantial other literature--not in the inputoutput framework -- discussing

the normative question of how output ought to be defined and measured.

There are papers that discuss the "usefulness" of a specific output meas-

ure, particularly the Test of Understanding in College Economics (TUCE) (for

example, see Lewis and Dahl, 1971; and Fels, 1977). Other concepts and measures

of outputs on which papers have been published include changes in student

political atttude.s (Sc)tt and Rothman, 1975) the students own judgment

effectiveness (Kelley, 1972); learning "radical" economics (Edwards and

MacEwen. 1970; Gurley, 197E); and developing problem-solving abilities

(Fels,-1973). In addition, the durability or permanence of-the effects, as
I

distinguished from measures of effectiveness obtained at. completion of

the course, has receiveclaa,little attention (see Saunders, 1970; and

Saunders and Bach, 1970).,

'Overall, however, the question of what economics education ought to be

aiming at--that is, which outputs should be produced-,is a question that

has received little rigorous analysis.' The question of what kind

or kinds of."economic education" to produce is a difficult one.

Shotild it be ideologically oriented? Should it provide whatever "buyers"
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want? Who are the buyers--parents? taxpayers? students? Our customary

consumer-sovereignty model appears to be of limited guidance here, given

widespread consumer ignorance of the importance of economic knowledge, and

given the external benefits from having a population that is more sophis-

ticated in its understanding of economic processes. 'In 'economics educa-

tion, as in many other "professional" markets, buyers are poorly informed

regarding product quality. EVen if buyers know their objectives, they may

know little about the effectiveness of particular activities in achieving

those objectives.

My references to "consumer ignorance" and to "external benefits", how-

ever, are scarcely more than assertions. I have seen little research that

rigorously confrontS the question of whether 'there is a market failure in

the economic education market, with too few people studying too little eco-'

nomics or studying the "wrong" economics. The published research either

asserts that more economics is "good"--and presumably. is better than some

unspecified alternative uses of student time and other resources--or else

the research asks the narrower production-function question of how effective

one type of input is compared to another, without asking lahether the output

is worth,producing. In volume 1 of the JEE Stigler (1970, p. 78) did pose the

question, "Why should people be economically literate, rather than musically

literate, or historically literate, or chemically literate?". I must resist

the temptation to discuss his answer--except to note that musicians, histor-

ians and chemists may see things differently.

Effectiveness versus Allocative Efficiency

The domination of a production function emphasis in economic educa.-

tion research has, in short, obscured the related issue of the allocative

14
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efficiency of alternative input comoinatiOns. Many 'papers have examined

the effectiveness (productivity) of various inputs, but rarely have the

relative costs of the inputs been juxtaposed to the relative effective-

ness, nor have the measures of effectiveness been translated into values

of benefits. These questions have seemingly been overlooked or, at least,

slighted.

I find it surprising that among t;le (admittedly small number of)

papers confronting the question of how to define the output or outputs

of economic education, there has been so little attention to labor

market effects in general, and earnings effects in particular. The

contrast between the economic education literature and economics of

education literature is dramatic. The latter has concentrated, typically

within a human capital theoretic framework, on the relationship between

education (meaning schooling) and earnings, virtually disregarding the

process through which educational inputs produce the outputs that have

value in the labor market. Another way of saying this is that the eco-

nomics of education literature has viewed earnings as the value of outputs.

Meanwhile, the economic education literature has concentrated heavily on

the process of converting inputs into outputs in nonpecuniary forms, vir-

tually disregarding the valuation of outputs.

One might have predicted a priori that the economic education litera-

ture would have included numerous efforts to assess the labor market value

of economics training either directly or indirectly through its effect on,

say, the probability of admission to law school. Why the economic education

literature and the economics of education literature have been so divergent,

15
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and whether either, or both, or neither has pursued an "optimal" path are

questions which I raise here, but will not pursue far.

Lifetime Effects

One further observation, however. The human capital framework, with-

in, which much of the economics of education literature has been cast, has

focused research attention on the investment aspect of schooling (typically

in broad units such as high school or college, though sometimes in Aarrower

program units such as vocational training or even Ph.D. training in economics).

The investment emphasis implies a lifetime perspective on the outputs of

schooling: By sharR contrast, the economic education literature has con-

centrated overwhelmingly on the immediate outputs, those measured at the

completion of the course: As pointed,out above, there nave been a few note-

worthy exceptions, in which the durability of outputs has been considered,

though even these have involved a horizon of only a few yearS or so (Saunders,

1970; Saunders and Bach, 1970). It may well be exceedingly difficult to measure,

lifetime effects of exposure to economics, and this may explain the lack of

attention to this question in the literature. (This would illustrate the

interrelatedness of the "do-ability" of research and the formulation of

research questions.) But the fact remains that little effort has been

devoted to the measurement of lifetime effects.

5. INCENTIVE STRUCTURES

Another underresearched area is the nature of incentive structures

facing teachers and administrators. Assume that (1) the prodUction function
.)

1G
./
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research disclosed that certain inputs are more effective than others;-

(2) consensus was reached on appropriate L -es of outputs (i.e.,

effectiveness), and (3) outputs and inputs were valued and showed positive

net benefits from a change in current teaching practices. Would the changes

occur? Are there incentives sufficient to encourage changes that are

efficient (granting that such changes can be identifie:: with reasonable

confidence)?

These,questions, it might be argued, transcend lic education.'

It would seem, however, that the responsiveness of and admini-

strators of economic education programs may or may r! L- the same as

for those in noneconomics areas; at least this hypotr, cannot be ruled

out, any more than car3 the hypothesis that variation ass size, or in

the effectiveness of teaching assistants or the use ci ',revision instruc-

tion differs as between economics and other subject area.

The nature of incentives confronting teachers--of economics or of any-

thing else, and at various levels of schooling--has received scant attention.

There are possible incentives for instructors (a) to learn which changes are

efficient, and (b) to make those changes. (On the latter point, however,

studies of salary determination at universities [e.g., Siegfried and White,

1973; Koch and Chizmar, 1973] have shed some light on the financial returns to

scholarly research, teaching, and other uses of faculty time.) It is argu-

able that little is to be gained from research on how to "improve" teaching

if the incentives to Adopt improved methods are weak. It is also arguable,

on the other hand, that incentives are weaker than they might be because

there is so little agreement as to what constitutes efficient teaching; this,

after all, involves the specification of goals in operational terms and the
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adoption of v 'ghts for the multiple ( -hat surely exist. Thus,

understanding g, is one part a research agenda for

efficient innovation in education.

In any analysis of incentives in education the relationship between

private costs and social costs (or returns) ls likely to be crucial. As an

illustration, consider the case of an economics instructor who is free (although

many are not) to select a.y undergraduate textbook, and that a new textbook

appears on the market. e may well be little incentive '1r Icial, pro-

fessional, or any othei Tad the new textbook careful . to de-

termine whether it is sJpertor to the one being used; th,s, .towever,,is not

my principal point. What if the instructor knew-- costleT ly and with cer-

1

tainty--that the new book was "more effective" for all c1 his students; what

would, tht private arJ social costs and benefits of vting the new book?
_

Of course, "more effettive" need not imply "more efficiert."

From the students. 'Viewpoint, the new book would presumably be preferred

it ff were more effective. Such a preference, in turn, embodies two deeper

assumptions: '(a) the similarityof student goals amend of faculty goals for

students, and (b) the absence of highen,costs (time, effo"t, money) for using

the. new book that offset the benefits of increased learmng.

Note, however, that while the student must incur the cosi of reading

whatever textbook is chosen--so that this is essentially a fixed cost--the

I7aculty pe:-son bears an increased real sojal cost of changing,'since he or

she'has lecture ,t-tes keyd to a textbook that has already been read. With

the benefits of.change accruing to students while the costs are borne by

faculty, the likelihood of market failure is substantial.

18
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The market failure would disappear, however, if the instructor in-

ternalized the students' be.nefits. This might appear to be the case if

the instructor acted as an idealized "professional"--that is, acted as the

consumer's. agent for maximizing the consumer's (student's) utility. Educa-

tion is an example of a commodity.:-like medical care an,: legal represeta-

tion--in which consumers are aware of their iriabilit to judge (want_ and

so they place trust in the profess;ional to act in their best interest.

Even if the instructor were to behave, however, so as to maximize nat his

or her own utility but that of students (or parents, or taxpayers); it

would not follow that efficient resource allocation would result. The

reason is t At the cost of switching textbooks (or, in general, of'chang-

ing anything in the teaching process) is a rear cost; if it were to be

disregarded--as would be the case if the instructor were to act so'as 6

maximize the consumer's utility--the result would be excessiiye change.

The market failure would also disappear if the reward structure were

such that the instructor's pay were an appropriate function of the "value

added." Then, if students learned more from the new text, the instructor--

acting in self-interest--would weigh the costs of changing books

against .the benefit and would choose accordingly. IdPktly, the re-

wards would be commensurate with the student benefits,_and stl--assuming

away real external effects and other market imperfections--the instructor

would be confronted with the real costs and benefits of change. The prob-

lems of developing such a reward system are\doubtless great. It does not

follow, however, that they are not researchable.
.

19
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These remarks have been abstract; meat must be put on the analytic

bones. I hripe that the next time the economic education lit, - t t?

veyed there w ;411 s exploring incentives for novat',

and efficiency- .os I ve aid normative dimensions.

6. CONCLUDING r'

It Is all 41 .mple ind questions.that.one would like All--

researchers to ta* e, Ne done here. Thus, I should clos

reiterating m claim mach- T the outset that the selection of op- it

research que',tic Is is, i lciple, a matter of weighing benefi7s

costs, of compat ing th of having answers to the costs of

ing them. If Uc, costs sLJiciently high, it would be ineff

to research questions that ,eem important. Some of the questior

which I have pointed probate./ fail such a benefit-cost efficien:y

and so have received, quit.; wisely, little research attention: otl

questions, however may pa it--at least for some resell

merit core s-

nended."

jnce me!-e 4e can concl ud that "more .2arc is



NOTES

d to say that there is nothing special about' the thing

of r- d s. Economists typically believe, for example, that f,:Jiple

nisinformation and biases concerning economics than abcut.

n'rht ...oject matters, (Mark Schlesinger pointed this wit to me.) Ever

T is true (see Boulding, 1975) the question would renain wh.FAIter

:es devoted to teaching economics shoula be deployed different'y

-,ubiects.

ellent survey of research on educational product -.T

177).
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